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This paper investigates the strategic interaction between buyers and suppliers when
the buyers are able (informed) to report a cartel to the antitrust authority. The cartel
anticipates the threat of being reported and as a result chooses a quantity in order
to satisfy the buyers incentives compatibility constraint, indirectly compensating the
buyers. Reporting generates a commitment mechanism, between the cartel members,
that constraints the collusive profits to a lower level. It is also shown that the likelihood
of collusion is negatively related to the cost of reporting, that is a more stable cartel
is generated. Most importantly, we conclude that if an antitrust authority tackles the
cost of reporting, or increases the transparency of a market, it generates two opposing
forces. It increases the consumer surplus but at the same time increases the likelihood of
cartel formation. The paper shows that the first effect dominates the second, therefore
tackling reporting costs is of immense importance. An alternative mechanism to control
for reporting is investigated. Foreclosure (threat of exclusion) is a robust threat to
control for reporting. The credibility of this threat depends on the size and the number
of buyers, as well as the number of suppliers.
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I.

Introduction

It is well documented that cartels generate a welfare loss to the society. Researchers have been trying
to find the optimal public or private enforcement policy. Though there is a dense literature on public
enforcement policy, the research on private enforcement has relatively more recently being developed.
However, the literature has only focused to private lawsuits against the cartels and has failed to
account for the choice of buyers to report a cartel to the antitrust authorities. A recent example is
the UK’s bid-rigging case in the construction industry. In this case more than 100 companies have
accomplished to collude for 7 years, from 1999 to 2006. The cartel broke down when a buyer reported
the collusion to the Office of Fair Trade (OFT), UK’s antitrust authority. As a result, in 2007 the
OFT has fined the construction industry with 129.2 UK million pounds since the cartel has affected
projects in excess of 200mn. For reporting on cartels OFT states: ”In addition to our own research
and market intelligence, the OFT relies on complaints to help us in enforcing competition law. If you
suspect that a competitor, supplier, customer or any other business is infringing the law, you may
contact us with your concerns.” 1 .
Complaining on suppliers behaviour is widely observed as well. Just in 2010, 163,012 complaints
and more than a million enquiries were reported in the financial ombudsman in UK2 , an independent
authority responsible to register complaints and handle disputes regarding the financial sector. The
∗ M. Zaouras: University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UK, m.zaouras@warwick.ac.uk. I would like to thank Jonathan Cave,
Theodore Koutmeridis and Carlos Noton for their useful comments. But I would specially like to thank Norman Ireland and Mike
Waterson.
1 http : //www.of t.gov.uk/about − the − of t/legal − powers/legal/competition − act − 1998/complaints
2 http://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk
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turnover of this authority is just below 100mn. Regulators face a similar problem, with buyers complaining on quality of services or on characteristics of trade. For example, according to Ofcom’s, UK’s
communications regulator, report there were 350 daily complaints just on telecoms between April to
June of 2011 only3 . The graph below presents complaints registered by Ofcom between 2007 and 2008
partitioned to mobile, fixed line and other providers.

The mobile companies and the regulator frequently refer to numerous experts to prepare reports
to defend themselves against cases that arise from reporting/complaining. Thus, understanding the
driving forces of reporting and the strategic interplay of players is not only of academic importance.
However, and surprisingly economists have not examined the driving force of complaining or reporting.
They have not examined the strategic interaction and the incentives of buyers and suppliers.
This paper takes as given that buyers are more likely to have sufficient information to trace the
existence of a cartel (or misbehaviour) than an antitrust authority (regulator). Given the existence
of a cartel, the buyers will choose whether to report. The cartel members will need to tackle this
threat by satisfying the buyers Incentive Compatibility Constraint (ICC) and making the buyers just
indifferent from reporting. Therefore, at equilibrium there will be no reporting4 which means that the
results are not driven by the actual act of reporting but from the mere fact that the threat of reporting
exists. Cartel’s commitment to satisfy the ICC of the buyers decreases its profit and increases stability,
since deviation is relatively less profitable. Most importantly, as the cost of reporting decreases the
stability increases and as a consequence the likelihood of collusion increases as well. Interestingly,
being informed, on suppliers competitiveness, is a bless and a curse at the same time. The threat of
reporting forces the cartel members to set lower price than the benchmark case, no information, and
as a result implicitly compensating (buying them out) the buyers. However, at the same time the
likelihood of collusion increases and as a result it is more likely the buyers to be faced with collusive
prices.
An alternative mechanism, to control for reporting, is proposed. The threat of exclusion, foreclosure,
is a robust strategy to deter reporting. However, we show that as the size of the buyers increases or
the size of suppliers decreases it becomes more difficult to sustain such a strategy. Additionally, we
find that as the number of buyers increases the threat becomes more robust. The driving force of this
3 See the webpage: http : //stakeholders.of com.org.uk/binaries/research/telecoms − research/complaints/telecoms −
complaints − q2.pdf
4 The simple case, mentioned above, naively predicts that reporting will not be observed. However, when we relax the assumption
of successful antitrust investigation, less than one, then reporting is an equilibrium action.
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result is the trade-off between foregoing profits in one period and enjoying higher profits in the future.
The size of the buyers matters because it corresponds to a higher profit per buyers for a given supplier.
Thus, this suggests that buyers associations do solve the problem of the threat of exclusion since these
associations increase the number of the buyers that need to be excluded by increasing the number of
buyers that report. The number of suppliers is an approximation of the intensity of competition, since
we assume competition à la Cournot, and as a result more intense competition reduces the per buyer
profit and decreases the cost of the threat. Finally, the number of buyers matters since it decreases
the per buyer profit5 .
As for the social welfare, it is shown that two main forces are working on opposite direction. First
of all, if the antitrust authority decreases the cost of reporting then the Consumer Surplus (CS)
increases, given that a cartel has been formed. Mainly, the ICC will bind the collusive profits at a
lower level thus increasing the CS and decreasing the Dead Weight Loss (DWL). The second driving
force is the likelihood of collusion. The antitrust authority by reducing the cost of reporting generates
more stable cartels and increases the likelihood of cartel formation, thus it will increase the number
of potential cartels that can be created. The stability increases because the relative decrease on the
deviation profits is higher from the relative decrease of the collusive profits, assuming that suppliers
choose quantities and use trigger strategies to impose collusion. However, it is shown that the first
effect dominates the second.
When compared to another private enforcement policy, treble damages6 , it is shown that the most
efficient policy is reporting. Thus, policy makers should aim to reduce reporting costs rather promoting
private lawsuits.The comparison identifies boundaries for buyers optimal response, between 3 possible
alternatives7 , when a cartel is formed. In this way the paper identifies factors that can explain why
in EU private lawsuits are less frequent than in USA.8 . Furthermore, conditions for reporting to be
observed (cartel chooses the benchmark quantity and take the risk of being reported) are presented
in that section.
This paper is related to an increasing amount of literature that examines the efficiency of private
antitrust enforcement policies. The literature on private enforcement has initially focused on buyers
taking a legal action against the cartel members (treble damages and decoupling). Becker’s and
Stigler’s (1974) paper is the first one that proposed private enforcers, that benefit from damages
awarded by the court, to achieve deterrence efficiency. Papers by Landes and Posner (1975) and
Posner (1992) argue that private enforcement generates incentives for over-deterrence. On the other
hand Polinsky (1980) shows that it can leads to under-deterrence because of limited liability.
Furthermore, Salant (1987) and Baker (1988) have suggested that treble damages are neutral with
respect to the social welfare, do not constrain the cartels to lower prices and profits. However,
researchers have later shown that neutrality fails given some fair assumptions. To be more specific,
Spulber (1989) introduces a limited liability in the cartel members ability to compensate the buyers.
In addition, Spulber (1989) shows that neutrality fails if legal costs, transaction costs, are introduced.
Furthermore, according to Besanko and Spulber (1990) neutrality fails if information asymmetries
exist, between buyers and cartel, on the marginal costs of the cartel members.
An alternative to treble damages is decoupling, see for example Schwartz (1980), Polinsky (1986)
and Polinsky and Che (1991). In this case, if a private lawsuit is filled and the plaintiff wins the court
5 More

buyers correspond to less per buyer profit for the suppliers
damages refer to buyers suing cartel members for anti-competitive damages and receiving triple their damages.
7 Reporting or reporting and taking a legal action or just taking legal action
8 This problem has been identified by EU and measures to increase private engagement on the control of cartels have been
suggested through a White Paper (see EU website, http : //eur − lex.europa.eu/LexU riServ/LexU riServ.do?uri = COM : 2008 :
0165 : F IN : EN : P DF . However, investigating reporting as a deterrence mechanism has been ignored.
6 Treble
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trial then the penalty of the court will be equal to treble the damages sustained but the claimant
will receive only once the amount of damages. Decoupling has been suggested in order to keep the
deterrence of cartels as high as possible, for the private enforcement, but eliminate the inefficiencies
of the treble damages policy. A major inefficiency is created with the strategic use of lawsuits by the
competitors of a group of companies. A nice example of such inefficiency is given by McAfee, Mialon
and Mialon (2008)9 : ”hostile takeover targets often initiate antitrust suits against their acquirers,
because such suits create substantial delays that allow the target firms to implement antitakeover
strategies, such as poison pills. If the intended takeover is good for the market, these antitrust actions
have a negative effect”. The authors incorporate private and public enforcement into their model of
strategic interaction and find that in most of the cases both are necessary to achieve efficiency. This
is line with Segal and Whinston (2006) results, they find that both private and public enforcement
policies are necessary for an efficient anti-competitive policy.
The literature mentioned above assumes that buyers have full information in the anti-competitive
action taken by the cartel. The researchers mainly assume that either the buyers know or form beliefs
on the marginal costs of the cartel members. Harrington and Chen (2006), on the other hand, examine
buyers updating their private information on the suppliers cost distribution and its consequences on a
cartels pricing schedule given a multiple damages penalty. The authors provide a dynamic perspective
to the literature.
In this paper I investigate the impact of buyers reporting the existence of a cartel to the antitrust
authority. The policy blends private and public enforcement. However, this is not the first paper
that blends private and public enforcement policies. To be more specific, McAfee, Mialon and Mialon
(2008), from now on referred as MMM, examine the efficiency and the deterrence effect of private and
public enforcement policies. It is the first paper, as far as we know, that investigates the strategic
interactions that reporting generates. In MMM’s paper reporting is mentioned as cheap-talk because,
as they argue, reporting should be costlessly. We do not endorse that opinion since we believe that a
cartel will be able (through foreclosures for example) to generate a cost of reporting or a buyer might
be unwilling to damage a longrun relationship (a fall in its suppliers reliability). Alternatively, it might
be the case that the buyers will need to pay a cost to gather ”convincing” information to the antitrust
authority. The OFT recognizes the problems that might arise from reporting (the suppliers being able
to generate a cost of reporting),”We usually expect complaints to be made in writing,...complaints
regarding suspected cartels should be made over the telephone by calling our cartel hotline”10 . Hence,
the OFT by offering anonymity or no written proof of the report decreases the cost of reporting. The
OFT, however, does mention that it will prioritize the complaints based on the seriousness of the
offend, which means that the buyers will need to gather convincing proves to persuade the OFT that
a cartel exists.
MMM’s paper do relax the assumption of reporting costlessly, however it abstracts from strategic
interaction between buyers and suppliers. They assume that the cartel has an exogenous probability to
take-up an anti-competitive behavior that yields a fix predetermined payoff for both cartel members,
anti-trust authority and buyers (conditioned to each players actions). Moreover, they do not allow for
buyers to anticipate a compensation from the suppliers. Thus, the paper abstracts from the neutrality
problem. Last, by fixing the collusive outcome it restricts the strategic behavior of the cartel members.
When we introduce strategic interaction we observe that a cartel will be formed if there is either a
cost of reporting, a transaction cost, under full information or if there is an incomplete information.
9 For further reading on the strategic abuse of the antitrust legislation please see Baumol and Ordover (1985), McAfee and
Vakkur (2004) and McAfee, Mialon and Mialon (2006).
10 See the website:
http : //www.of t.gov.uk/about − the − of t/legal − powers/legal/competition − act − 1998/complaints
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The former is used in the analysis that follows and because of that it is compared with Spulber (1989)
which uses a similar transaction cost under a treble damages policy. In this paper we allow the cartel
to vary the seriousness11 of its action and to use alternative ways to control for reporting. In this
way we are able to investigate the strategic interaction between cartel members, buyers and antitrust
authority. To be more specific, we assume that the cartel can compensate the buyers for damages,
introducing a mechanism to control for reporting, later on we assume that the cartel can threat
buyers with exclusion (in most of the literature is referred as disclosure). Moreover, we investigate
what happens to the likelihood of collusion and infer whether the ability of buyers to report makes the
industries more collusive. Lastly, we examine whether it is optimal for an antitrust authority to lower
the cost of reporting. We examine the consequences to the society if the cost of reporting decreases;
the DWL in an existing cartel decreases but at the same time the industries become less competitive
overall, thus DWL is created in other markets. Measures such reducing the cost of reporting and
providing safeguards for the buyers that report should be employed be the antitrust authority.
The next section presents the model. Then we investigate the interaction between buyers and
antitrust authority and then we solve for the cartel’s maximization problem. A simple example is also
provided in this section. In the third section we examine the consequences of reporting to the social
welfare and compare reporting to treble damages, an alternative private enforcement policy. Finally,
we investigate a different mechanism to control for reporting and we allow for a portion of buyers to
be uninformed. The last section concludes.
II.

Model

A simple model that captures the interaction between buyers, suppliers and antitrust is constructed
in order to investigate factors that influence reporting, cartel formation and the likelihood of collusion.
The antitrust authority is faced with uncertainty as to whether there is a cartel in a market and it is not
possible for them to investigate all markets at the same time due to either cost or time constraints. On
the other hand, we assume that the buyers know with certainty the competitive status of an industry
but faced with a cost of reporting -this might be a cost with respect to time and effort to make a
meaningful complain or a cost of potential retaliation tactics by the suppliers-. Thus, the buyers might
be willing to report the existence of a cartel if the benefits under competition (Consumer Surplus)
outweigh the cost of reporting and the benefits under collusion. If the suppliers decide to form a cartel
then they should take in consideration the incentives of their buyers. Hence, the suppliers might
decide to compensate their suppliers for the increase in prices, given they have formed a cartel. When
the antitrust authority receives a report it decides whether to investigate the market and if a cartel is
found it imposes competition and chooses the penalty that will apply. A graph of the timing follows.
Figure: 1

Notice that there are three players in the game; the buyers of the cartel, the suppliers and the
antitrust authority. We assume that the costs of the suppliers (C ∈ [0, C max ]), the buyerswillingness
max ])12 and the cost of reporting (v ∈ [0, v max ])
to pay, antitrust’s investigation costs (Cata ∈ [0, Cata
11 Where
12 Where

seriousness refers to the difference of the collusive outcome from the competitive.
ata is for AntiTrust Authority.
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are predetermined (decided by nature). All the costs are common knowledge between buyers and
suppliers but the antitrust authority knows only its own cost of investigation. The suppliers choose
their quantities (q ∈ [0, q m ]) by maximizing their profits (joint or not) and decide whether to pay
compensation13 (Comp) to the buyers, so that there is no reporting. The buyers are homogeneous of
a finite population M and an individual buyer has a well defined demand function (q(P) downward
slopping and bounded), additive to the number of buyers. This demand function defines a Consumer
B ; q, v). We also need to assume that v ′ (q) ≥ 0
Surplus, (CS) which is a function of reporting, CS(IR
and v ′′ (q) ≥ 014 . The buyers decide to report (signal) to the antitrust authority, an action denoted as
B ∈ {0, 1}, where subscript R is for the choice to report and superscript B is for buyers, with I B = 1
IR
R
if there is reporting and zero otherwise. We assume that the CS is an increasing convex function of
B ;q,v)
ϑCS(IR
B ; q, v)ϑq 2 > 0. Moreover, the buyers decide after trade (ex post)
> 0 and ϑ2 CS(IR
quantity,
ϑq
on whether they will report.
A ∈ {0, 1},
Finally, the antitrust authority decides whether to investigate; an action denoted as IIn
where subscript In is for the choice to investigate and superscript A is for Antitrust. If a cartel is
revealed it will impose competition by enforcing a quantity such that q A = max{q c , q ∗ }15 , where q c is
the Cournot quantity and q ∗ is the observed quantity chosen by the suppliers. Thus, a strategy (si )
of player i is defined as:

• Suppliers: sS = {q, Comp}
B}
• Buyers: sB = {IR
A , qA}
• Antitrust: sA = {IIn

For the repeated form of this game we assume that nature choose the parameters in period zero
only. The purpose of the last assumption is to avoid production or demand shocks that might create
unnecessary complexities when we solve for the equilibrium. The repeated game allows the cartel
members to employ Grim trigger strategies.
The stage game has to be solved backwards. Consequently, we need first to examine the interaction
between buyers and antitrust authority. The conduct between the buyers and the antitrust authority
can be captured by a signalling game, where the buyers announce (report) that collusion exists and the
antitrust responds with investigation. By examining the existence of the pooling and the separating
equilibrium we will uncover any necessary conditions for reporting to take place. The equilibrium
outcome between the buyers and the antitrust will be defined by using the concept of Perfect Bayesian
Equilibrium16 .
A.

Buyers and Antitrust Authority

In this section we will examine the interaction between buyers and antitrust. Mainly, we will
investigate the incentives of the buyers to report (signal) and antitrust’s reaction (to investigate).
First of all, some further assumptions are necessary. We will assume that the buyers know with
certainty if a cartel exists and that they are always worse off with the creation of a cartel. This
assumption excludes cases where buyers might provide a noisy signal to the antitrust authorities.
13 More

information on the compensation will be provided on the next sections.
last assumption is necessary to generate uniqueness, see figure 2.
15 I am implicitly assuming that there is no penalty for the creation of a cartel; but instead the antitrust authority imposes
competition. This assumption is made in order to simplify the analysis. As it will be shown, the assumption will not influence the
conclusions adversely except in the case where the penalty structure depends on the cost of reporting.
16 See Cho and Kreps (1987) and Fudenberg and Tirole (1989).
14 The
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Introducing uncertainty to the buyers will generate reporting conditional on the probability of an
authority to investigate and punish, this assumption is relaxed to a later stage. If the buyers are not
always worse off then it might generate strategic reporting, something that we are not interested to
investigate in this paper.
We also assume that if a cartel is formed it will be able to compensate the buyers (denoted as
Comp), in order to avoid being reported, conditional on not to report. More specifically, given a
B = 0 and Comp = 0 if I B = 1, where Comp∗ is suppliers
cartel is formed: Comp = Comp∗ if IR
R
choice variable. The actual amount of compensation will be decided by the cartel. As for the antitrust
authority, I will assume that its prior on the likelihood of cartel formation is equal to zero, P1 = 017 .
Moreover, the probability of detection equals to one18 and the cost of investigation is small enough
for the antitrust to investigate whenever there is updating on its beliefs. The purpose of the last two
assumptions is to shift our focus on the consequences of reporting and neutralize any deterrence effect
that policies of the antitrust authority might have to the cartel behaviour. As for the payoff functions,
the buyer value function is:

(1)

B
A
B
A
B
B
V B (IR
; v, q ∗ , Comp, IIn
, q A ) = CS(IR
, v; q ∗ , Comp, IIn
, q A ) − v ∗ IR
+ Comp ∗ (1 − IR
)

The value function is defined as the difference of the CS with the cost of reporting plus any compensation paid to the buyers. The CS depends on the actions of both the suppliers and the antitrust
authority. The cost of reporting is conditional to the action of buyers19 . The compensation, which is
decided by the suppliers, is conditional on the buyers not to report.
The antitrust authority’s maximize the social welfare while taking on consideration their costs of
investigation (CA ), assuming equal weight to the CS and the suppliers profits the following value
function is defined:

(2) V

A

A
B
(IIn
, q A ; P r, CAT A , q ∗ , Comp, IR
)

=

X

j=0,1

P rj

M
X

B
A
VmB (IR
; v, q ∗ , Comp, IIn
, qA)

m=1

+ P rj

N
X

A
B
A
Πi (q, Comp; C, IIn
, q A , IR
) + IIn
∗ CA

i=1

The antitrust’s payoff depends on the choices of the suppliers and the buyers and the beliefs that forms
on whether a cartel exists. The main difference is that there is information asymmetry between the
antitrust and the participants of the market, buyers and suppliers, on the behaviour of the suppliers.
Notice that the incentives of the buyers and the antitrust are aligned however this is not the case with
the suppliers. The suppliers profit function will be defined in a later stage. A complete description of
the value functions for each choice set is provided in the mathematical appendix in the 1st part.
The equilibrium of the signalling game, between buyers and antitrust, is defined as a strategy that
generates the max payoff of the two players given the antitrust’s beliefs and out of equilibrium path.
The next two lemma characterize the two equilibrium that arise:

17 where

being the probability that a cartel exists and 1 − P1 = 1 the probability that it does not
other words, if a cartel exists and the antitrust investigates then it will punish with probability equal to one.
19 Since the buyers can choose to report even if there is no cartel
18 In
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Lemma 1: Pooling Equilibrium
If v ≥ CSc − CSm − Comp, the buyers never report and the antitrust choose not to
investigate, (I0B , (I0A , (I1A , q A ))) with P1 = 0, no updating. The out of equilibrium path is
for the antitrust authority to investigate whenever there is reporting.
The proof of the above Lemma and the one that follows will be given in the mathematic appendix
in the 2nd section. The first Lemma states that there will be no reporting if the cost of reporting is
higher than the difference of CS’s, under competition and collusion, and the compensation. In other
words, if the cartel manages to make the buyers just indifferent from the competitive equilibrium, by
choosing accordingly the amount of compensation, then there will be no reporting and the cartel will
be sustained. Alternatively, it might be the case that the costs of reporting are forbiddingly high for
the buyers to report in any case. The condition is found by imposing the condition that the value
function of the buyers is lower under reporting.
Lemma 2: Separating Equilibrium
If v < CSc − CSm − Comp, the buyers report under collusion and the antitrust investigate,
((I1B , I0B ), ((I1A , q A ), I0A )) with P1 equal to 1 if there is reporting P1 and equal to zero if not.
A direct observation of the above lemmas is that there are only truth telling strategies used by the
buyers. This is driven by the assumption that buyers are always worse off under cartel formation,
as well from the fact that there is no noisy signal and that the buyers have no uncertainty on the
competiveness of the market. As for the last lemma, it states that collusion is not possible if the cost
of reporting is low enough. Therefore, there is only one equilibrium that corresponds to reporting and
it is conditional on the cost of reporting and the compensation the buyers will receive. Therefore,
reporting will not be observed if the cartel members are able to compensate the buyers. Moreover,
the cartel can choose the level of the compensation such that it makes buyers indifferent between a
competitive and a collusive equilibrium. An interesting result that emerges is that absence of reporting
in industries were the buyers are able to report (have insight information) does not mean that a cartel
will not exist. It might be the case that the cartel is successfully controlling for reporting.
The condition used to describe the different results that arise from the two Lemmas can be used to
define the ICC of the buyers. Thus, a cartel will need to set compensation such that there will be no
reporting, otherwise the suppliers will not collude. The ICC is found by rearranging the condition of
the 1st Lemma:
(
≥ CSco − CSm − v
Comp
0

be ,
if v < CSco − CSm
be .
if v > CSco − CSm

The above condition states that as the cost of reporting increases the cartel will need to compensate
the buyers by less, in order not to report. Furthermore, notice that there is a max value for v such that
no compensation needs to be paid, the second part of the ICC. The max point is found by comparing
the loss of the CS under the benchmark case, superscript be is for benchmark, where no reporting is
observed and no compensation needs to be paid. This is equivalent to set the ICC equal to zero and
find the cost of reporting that is going to be greater from the difference of the CS under competition
and collusion.
The above analysis has implicity assumed that thee antitrust authority requires all buyers to report.
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Thus, excluding the possibility of a free riders problem being created between buyers. The problem
arises because of the existence of the cost of reporting. A buyer might be not willing to report if
someone else is going to report and the antitrust investigate, thus free-riding on other buyers. Since
the benefits of reporting, competition in the next stage, are shared by all buyers but the cost of
reporting is paid by one buyer. An example of this dilemma is presented in the table below:
Table 1:
Buyer i / Buyer j
Report
Do not report

Report
CSi,co − v, CSj,co − v
CSi,co, CSj,co − v

Do not report
CSi,co − v, CSj,co
CSi,m , CSj,m

The row player is buyer i while the column are buyers j where jǫ{1, .., i − 1, i + 1, ..., n} and j 6= i.
This problem is similar with Palfrey and Rosenthal (1984). In their paper they show that there are M
(number of buyers) equilibria in pure strategies with M-1 buyers not reporting and one buyer report.
They also show that if some players use pure strategies then there is at most one equilibrium in mix
strategies and if no players use pure strategies there is at most 2 equilibrium in mix strategies.
As for antitrust authority, it is worthwhile to mention that requiring from all buyers to report is not
optimal. Since reporting is a wasteful activity. At the same time Palfrey and Rosenthal (1984) have
shown that if the there is a rule that requires only one player to pay the cost (report) for a project
that benefits all (competition in the next stage) then there will be at least one buyer that reports.
Thus, the optimal rule should be set to one buyer to report. However, our results mentioned above
are not influenced by the optimal rule since the free-riders problem is solved in either case.
B.

Cartel

The cartel anticipates the behaviour of both the antitrust and the buyers, thus it should take
them in consideration. Before proceeding to analyse the incentives of the cartel we will need to take
some further assumptions. We are going to assume that suppliers employ Grim strategies to sustain
collusion with the punishment being the competitive equilibrium for all the remaining periods. As
for the maximization problem the suppliers will need to satisfy the ICC of the buyers for a cartel to
form, based on the 1st lemma. Thus, the cartel should choose the collusive quantity given the ICC.
The cartel’s maximization problem is defined as:

arg max Π = (P − c)q − comp
q

P
Comp
Comp
Πco

=
≥
=
≤

P (q)
be
CSco − CSm − v if v < CSco − CSm
be
0 if v > CSco − CSm
Πm

The cartel maximizes its profit’s by choosing a quantity subject to the aggregate demand, the ICC’s
depicted by constraints 2 and 3 and the cartel’s own incentive compatibility constraint, the fourth
constraint. The fourth constraint states that the collusive profits need to be greater than the ones
under competition for a cartel to form, cartel’s own ICC. Notice that if we drop constraints 2 and 3
then we get the benchmark model. The 2nd constrained states that for the companies to join a cartel,
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the cartel needs to make the buyers just indifferent on reporting. While the 3rd constraint states that
if the cost of reporting is forbiddingly high, for the buyers to report, then the cartel should ignore the
threat of reporting (not credible).
1st Proposition:
If the condition of the 2nd constraint holds and v > 0 , then the optimum collusive quantity
and price will be found by setting compensation equal to zero.
For the proof see appendix section 3. The above proposition states that if reporting is costly then a
cartel can be formed by setting the compensation equal to zero and choosing a quantity that satisfies
the ICC. The intuition is that the cartel internalizes the loss of CS for quantities smaller than the
one that satisfy the ICC and as a consequence it chooses zero compensation. However, the buyers are
implicitly compensated by being offered a lower price compared to the benchmark case. Moreover,
the proposition states that if the cost of reporting is too high (constraint 3 is binding) then the ICC
(constraint 2) is not binding and the cartel is back to the benchmark case. In other words, this is
the case where the threat of reporting is not credible. A graphical illustration is also provided in the
figure below.
Fig.: 2

In the figure above, I report the quantity in the horizontal axis and the monetary value of the
three functions presented. The three functions are the profit function, which is concave function to
quantity, the CS and the CS having added the cost of reporting, which are convex. It is trivial to
show that for linear demand the CS is convex on quantity and that it crosses the profit function at a
point between the benchmark collusive quantity Qbe
m and the competitive quantity Qco . Notice that
introducing the cost of reporting shifts the CS curve upwards, the reason is that the cost of reporting
is always positive, v(q) > 0, we have also assumed in the previous v ′ (q) ≥ 0 and v ′′ (q) ≥ 0. Therefore,
it has a higher slope than the simple CS and an unique point when setting the ICC with equality,
CSco = CS + v.
Furthermore, there are three points of interest; the benchmark collusive quantity Qbe
m , the collusive
quantity that makes buyers just indifferent from reporting, Q∗m , and the competitive quantity, Qco .
The CS at the competitive quantity is found at the point CSco , from which I have drawn a horizontal
line which extends that point up to the benchmark collusive quantity. Additionally, the extended line
crosses CS + v(q) at the point that defines the collusive quantity Q∗m . In other words, the collusive
quantity that makes buyers indifferent provides a CS and cost of reporting that equals in value with
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Q∗
the CS at the competitive quantity, CS(Q∗m ) + v(Q∗m ) = CS(QcoQ
).
m is the collusive profit when
choosing Q∗m . I have also drawn a horizontal line that extends ∗m up to the benchmark collusive
Q
quantity. Notice that the choice of setting the CS(Qco ) being larger than be
m is not random, since
this holds under linear demand and for the number of companies beingQ
greater than two. As for the
cartel’s choice, if it decides to produce Qbe
but at the same time it will
m it will increase its profit by ∆
be
be
have to compensate buyers by Comp = CS(Qc ) − CS(Qm ) − v(Qm ), depicted in the graph as Comp.
As it can be seen from the graph the difference between the increased profits and the compensation
is going to be negative. The compensation increase by a faster rate than the increase on profits, since
CS(P ) + P rof it must be increasing in quantities by less than the welfare optimum. Therefore, it is
not optimal for the cartel to choose a quantity smaller or higher than Q∗m . Therefore, the solution for
the cartel will be found by setting the compensation equal to zero. Another interesting implication of
the 1st proposition is presented in the next corollary.
1st Corollary:
If reporting is costly then there will be neither reporting nor compensation of buyers when
a cartel is formed.
Proof:
By the 1st proposition there will be no compensation and the buyers are just indifferent from reporting.
Moreover, by the 1st lemma the buyers will not report and as a result the antitrust will not investigate,
since there in updating on their beliefs.
QED
This result states that it is not the actual reporting that matters but the threat of reporting. It
also states that the policy of allowing buyers to report seems insufficient to counteract the creation of
a cartel. However, the existence of the threat of reporting lowers the collusive profits and the Dead
Weight Loss (DWL). The last statement is presented in the next proposition.
2nd Proposition
The cost of reporting influences non-negatively the collusive profits and non-positively the
collusive quantity.
For the proof see appendix section 4. The 2nd proposition states that if the antitrust authority
manages to decrease the cost of reporting the cartel profits will decrease. The driving force is the
reduction of the ICC (CSm ↑= CSco − v ↓⇒ Qm ↑). By decreasing the cost of reporting, the collusive
profits and the DWL decreases.
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In the above graph we have calibrated the quantity and the profit’s with respect to the cost of
reporting. We have assumed linear demand, P = a − bq and that the cost of reporting enters linearly
into the ICC of the buyers, CS(qm ) = CS(qc ) − v. Where the CS under linear demand is defined as
2
CS = bq2ι , with ιǫ{c, m}. The values used are a-c=10, n=b=2 and the cost of reporting taking values
from 0.1 to 5. As we should expect the quantity decreases as the cost of reporting increases while the
collusive profits increases. The collusive quantity and profit’s become independent from changes on
the cost of reporting at the value of v = 4.9.
As for the likelihood of collusion, we will keep the assumption of linear demand, P = a − bQ,
where a is the maximum willingness to pay, b a measure of the slope and P stand for price. Under
)Q
, substituting for the inverse demand
the last assumption, the CS will be defined as CS = (a−P
2
CS =

(bQ2 )
2 .
n(a−c)
(n+1)b

Let also define the number of colluding suppliers as n. The competitive quantity is
2

(a−c)
Qco =
and the profits are: Πci = (n+1)
2 b , where i stands for the individual supplier. Let also
assume that the probability of the generated discount factor be higher than the Minimum Discount
Factor (MDF) is independent from other factors that influence collusion. The last assumption suggests
that P rob(fδ ∩ J) = fδ ∗ J; where J are other factors that influence the likelihood of collusion and
fδ = P rob(δ > δM DF ), where the right hand side of the last equation is the probability that a discount
factor (δ) is greater from the MDF (δM DF ).

3rd Proposition
The cost of reporting influences negatively the likelihood of collusion, given assumptions 1
and 2.
Assumptions:
1) Linear Demand
2) Independence between the MDF and other factors that influence collusion
For the proof see the appendix. The intuition of this result is simple. By decreasing the costs of
reporting, the collusive profits are relatively decreased by less than the decrease in deviation profits,
which means that the cartel becomes more stable. Alternatively, the reduction of the collusive profits
will be span to the infinite horizon while the decrease in the deviation profits will influence the first
period only20 . So a decrease to the cost of reporting decreases deviation profits by more than the
decrease on the present value of the collusive profits. Hence, the cartel requires a smaller discount
factor for stability and as a consequence the probability for a cartel to form increases. Notice that we
have implicitly assumed that the realized discount factor is generated by a distribution that has the
single crossing property.
Furthermore, the cost of reporting works as a mechanism of commitment, for the collusive companies,
to a quantity that is higher than the benchmark one. The deviation becomes less profitable and the
minimum discount required for a cartel to be sustained is reduced. Consequently, the cartel becomes
more stable and the likelihood to collude increases.
This result is actually counterintuitive, because one might expect that a decrease on the costs of
reporting and as a consequence an increase on the threat to be reported, will generate cartels with a
20 Let me remind the reader that the discount factor is calculated by setting the present value of the collusive profits equal to
the profit under deviation in the first period and the present value of the competitive profits starting from the period after the
deviation
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smaller probability. However, as I have just shown the cartel becomes more stable by satisfying the
ICC21 and is not threaten by reporting since it satisfies the ICC. This result states that if an antitrust
authority decreases the cost of reporting it will decrease the DWL, in existing cartels, but with the
tradeoff of increasing the stability of a cartel and to increase the probability for a cartel to be created.
This last statement will be further explored in the welfare analysis section.
Furthermore, the 3rd proposition, as well as for the previous results, the cost of reporting are
represented by some relative general assumption on the functional form that it can take22 . For
example, the cost of reporting might be a function of the collusive quantity, representing the CS that
the buyers are willing to loose in order to avoid the inconvenience of reporting and giving testimony
for the cartel actions, or just a fix cost. Under either case the results remain unchanged with the only
difference that the collusive quantity will be calculated differently. This is due to the fact that the
results are driven by the existence of the ICC that the cartel needs to satisfy.
On the other hand, if the cost of reporting is zero then the cartel is not possible to form. The reason
is that the ICC will bind at point where the CS under collusion is equal to the CS under competition,
CSm = CSco . Consequently, the cartel cannot satisfy the ICC constraint and at the same time receive
collusive profits greater than the competitive ones. Furthermore, if the cartel decides not to satisfy
the ICC then the buyers will report, see lemma 2 (the separating equilibrium), and as a result the
cartel will be investigated and dissolved. This result is presented in the next corollary.
2nd Corollary:
If the cost of reporting is zero then the likelihood of collusion is zero.
Proof: The ICC constraint is binding and the cartel needs to compensate the buyers. However, since
there are no cost of reporting a small decrease of the quantity will generate less revenues than the
cost of compensation (see proof of proposition 1). As a result of that the optimal choice of the cartel
is the competitive equilibrium.
QED
The last result, in contrast to the 3rd proposition, states that if the antitrust authority manages to
eliminate the costs of reporting then a cartel is not possible to form. The results of this section can
be combined to describe how the cost of reporting influences the likelihood of collusion.
Proposition 3 states that as the cost of reporting decreases the likelihood of collusion increases.
Consequently, there is a point where the MDF is not defined and the Likelihood of collusion is zero
(not possible to collude since they will be immediately be reported). Therefore, we can combine
proposition 1, 3 and the 2nd corollary to describe the relationship between likelihood of collusion and
the cost of reporting. By proposition 3 the likelihood of collusion is decreasing with respect to v.
By the 2nd corollary; for zero cost the likelihood drops to zero suggesting at the limit that there is a
discontinuity, while by the 1st proposition v has a maximum bound that can be found by substituting
into the ICC the benchmark collusive quantity.
Notice that if we assume price competition (Bertrand) the results do not reverse. Actually under
Bertrand the likelihood of collusion is independent on the cost of reporting while the collusive quantity
21 Consequently
22 This

action.

the buyers will not report
means that a regulator does not need to investigate the specific function that the costs of reporting might obey to take
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and profits remain constraint. Thus, the likelihood of collusion is non-increasing to an increase on
the cost of reporting. For more details please see the appendix. In the next section a simple example
presents how the change to the MDF can be calculated.
A simple example

Assume that the cost of reporting enters the collusive quantity in a linear way23 .By the 1st proposition the cartel will choose a quantity that is higher than the one under the benchmark case. Let the
quantity be:

(3)

qm =

(a − c + γ)
2b

Where γ captures the effect of the cost of reporting on the collusive quantity. Notice that γ > 0
and that if γ = 0 then we are back to the benchmark collusive case. Moreover as γ increases we reach
the competitive equilibrium when γ equals to:

γ max =

(4)

(a − c)(n − 1)
(n + 1)

Which is found by setting equation 3 equal to the quantity under competition. Notice that, γ
decreases as the cost of reporting increases in other words: ϑγ
ϑv < 0. Since the max is found under
m
competition and the minimum under the benchmark collusion case. Therefore, ϑq
ϑv < 0 (as predicted
24
in the previous section). Equation (B3) can be rewritten as:

ϑΠd
ϑΠm,i
>
Πd − Πco,i
Πm,i − Πco,i

(5)

In other words we need to show that the relative25 change on the deviation profits is greater than the
relative change on the collusive profits. To verify that the condition holds we need to get an expression
2 −γ 2
. The
of the profit functions and their derivatives. The collusive profits are given by: Πm,i = (a−c)
4nb
derivative of the collusive profits with respect to the cost of reporting is:

ϑΠm,i
ϑγ γ
=−
ϑv
ϑv 2nb

(6)
Notice that

ϑΠm,i
ϑv

> 0, as we should expect. For the deviation profits the maximization problem is

23 This is actually not a proper way to introduce the cost of reporting in the collusive quantity since the v should influence
the ICC and from the ICC should the collusive quantity be defined. However, the quantity presented might be an approximate
expression of the equilibrium qm . Moreover, the 2nd proposition states that the cost of reporting influences non-positively the
collusive quantity.
24 (1 − δ) ϑΠd − ϑΠm > 0
ϑv
ϑv
25 Its defined as relative because it is not quite proportional since we subtracting a constant, the competitive profits, in the
denominator of each fraction
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not constrained by the ICC of the buyers. Thus, Πd = b(qd )2 and as a consequence we only need to find
the deviation quantity. Maximizing the profit function of the deviating company we get the following
. Notice that the deviation quantity is influenced negatively by the
expression qd = (n+1)(a−c)−γ(n−1)
4nb
ϑqm,i
ϑqd
< 0. The
γ factor. Therefore, ϑv > 0 in contrast to what happens with the collusive quantity ϑv
intuition is that the collusive quantity defines the residual demand hence an increase in v decreases the
collusive quantity which in turn increases the residual demand and the deviating company can ”sell”
more. Mathematically, the cost of reporting does not influence the deviating company’s maximization
problem which means that γ only appears through the collusive quantity. The next step is to substitute
qd into the profit function:

(7)

Πd =

[(n + 1)(a − c) − γ(n − 1)]2
16n2 b

Notice that for γ = 0 we get the benchmark case. The derivative of the above profit function with
respect to the cost of reporting is positive as well:

ϑγ

(8)

(n − 1)[(n + 1)(a − c) − γ(n − 1)]
ϑΠd
= − ϑv
ϑv
8n2 b

The next step is to get an expression for the denominators of condition (5). The competitive profits
(a−c)2
are defined as: Πco,i = b(n+1)
2 . The denominator at the left hand side is (after some algebra):

(9)

Πd − Πco =

(n − 1)[[(n + 1)(a − c) − γ(n − 1)](n + 1) + 4n(a − c)]
16n2

While the denominator at the right hand side is:

(10)

Πm,i − Πco =

(n − 1)(a − c) + γ(n + 1)
4n

Substituting the reduced forms of (6), (8) and equations (9) and (10) into (5) and after some algebra,
what remains is the following condition:

(11)

γ<

(a − c)(n − 1)
(n + 1)

The above condition always holds since equation (4) gives the maximum value of γ which is the
right hand side of equation (12). Therefore, the likelihood of collusion is negatively related to the cost
of reporting.
In this section we have showed that a decrease in the cost of reporting will actually generate more
stable cartels. The mechanism behind this result is twofold. First of all the cartel needs to commit
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at smaller profits, by increasing its supply. The second force is the incentive for a cartel member
to deviate, the cartel by committing to smaller profit’s decreases the deviation profits by more thus
stability increases. However, it will be interesting to investigate what happens to the social welfare if
the cost of reporting is reduced. This point is investigated in the next section.
III.

Social Welfare Implications

In this section, I aim to establish that a policy targeting to decrease the cost of reporting will increase
the SW. To do so I will assume that the SW is maximized when the DWL is minimized (assuming
equal weights between buyers and suppliers). Furthermore, a comparison with a treble damages policy
is made and it is shown that reporting minimizes the inefficiencies and generates the same deterrence
effect.
A.

Social Welfare

In order to investigate the social welfare effect of a reduction to the cost of reporting we will need
to take some further simplifying assumptions.
Assumptions:
1) The discount factor is generated by a uniform distribution.
2) If the generated discount factor is greater than the MDF, then the likelihood of collusion equals
to 1.
3) There are m identical industries.
4) Linear Demand
5) Independence between the MDF and other factors that influence collusion
Under the above assumption, it is shown in the next proposition that the cost of reporting influences
negatively the SW. Thus the efficiency gain is greater than the increase in the cartels stability and
the potential increase in the number of cartels.
4th Proposition
Under the above assumptions, there is a negative relationship between the cost of reporting
and the SW.
For the proof see the appendix. As it was argued, there are two effects working on opposite direction.
L
The first one, the reduction of the cost of reporting decreases the DWL ( ϑDW
> 0 is a consequence
ϑv
st
of the 1 proposition). While at the same time a decrease on the costs of reporting decreases the
MDF, stabilizing the cartel, and as a result increases the likelihood of collusion. This means that by
reducing the costs of reporting the DWL will decline in existing collusive industries but at the same
time it will increase the number of the cartels in a country. However as it has been shown, the gains
from reducing the DWL outweighs the potential losses from the increase on the probability for a cartel
to be created. This holds for a linear demand. On the other hand it will be interesting to investigate
whether this results also holds when we relax the linearity assumption, that is left for future research.
Moreover, the cost of reporting can also be interpreted as the cost that buyers need to pay in order
to discover the competitive status of their suppliers. If this is the case then the analysis in the previous
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sections remains unchanged but the welfare implications changes. Mainly, because the question that
we need to answer is whether market transparency between participants is desirable. Additionally,
the measures that an antitrust authority need to take changes as well. Instead of reducing the cost
of reporting the authority will need to take measures to increase the market transparency between
market participants (buyers and suppliers). For example, it might enforce a good trade act that
requires suppliers to trade on a particular code. Notice that the last suggestion is a policy that is
already used in UK, by OFT.
The next section investigates in more detail what is the optimal policy on reporting and penalty to
deter a cartel. It mainly relaxes the assumption that the prior of the antitrust authority is zero and
allows for buyers to be uncertain on suppliers cost.
B.

A Comparison with Treble Damages

Let now compare the results from the previous sections to the ones in the tremble damages literature.
Spulber (1989) uses a cost for legal action and as a result reaches the same conclusions on the how
the cartel chooses its quantity. However, as it will be shown, some differences arise with Spulber’s
analysis. In order to compare the two policies we will need to introduce buyers choice of taking a legal
action in the model used in the previous sections. Thus, I will need to redefine the timeline as well.
First of all, lets define the cost of taking a case to the court as k. The damages that can be retrieved
by the buyers are just once, and not triple, the difference between CS under competition and collusion.
This assumption is taken in order to be in line with the EU’s White Paper suggestions. Furthermore,
the game needs to be redefined in order to include the possibility that buyers can take legal actions.
The cartel’s and antitrust choice set remains unchanged but the buyers can also choose to take the
cartel to the court in period zero. If buyers win the case they receive the exact amount of their damages
in the next period,CSco − CSm , and the antitrust punish the cartel in period 226 . If the buyers loose
the case they have to pay for the legal expenses, k. In addition, if the buyers were unsuccessful to win
the case, the antitrust will not take any further measures against the cartel. The timeline is presented
in the following figure.
Figure 3:

Moreover, I am going to assume that the antitrust punish the cartel with a penalty, P en(q), whenever
reporting is observed and a cartel is found or if buyers won a case in the court. Assume that,
P en′ (q) < 0, the penalty increases as the quantity decreases. Furthermore, I allow the buyers to
report first and then take a legal action. If that happens and the antitrust traces the existence of a
cartel, the buyers can sue and win with probability equal to 1.
The next analysis is based on comparing the different actions of the players and identifying the
optimal action for either of them. Let first define the buyers value function from reporting the cartel:
26 The

antitrust observes the decision of the court and then takes further action
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hδCSco (1 − h)δCSm
+
−v
1−δ
1−δ

Where subscript r is for reporting, h the probability for a cartel to be punished and δ the discount
factor. Notice that in contrast to the previous section, I have defined the buyers’ indirect utility
function as the expected present value of two states of the world, introducing in that the way the
discount factor. In the previous sections the discount factor was dropped since buyers when maximizing
their CS will report from period zero, however in this modified game the choices of the buyers expand
into more than one period and that is why the present value is necessary.
As for the buyers’ indirect utility function if the buyers report first and take a legal action afterwards
is:

(13)

Vr,l = CSm + hδ2 (CSco − CS)m) +

hδCSco (1 − h)δCSm
+
−v
(1 − δ)
(1 − δ)

Where the subscript l is for taking a legal action afterwards. Notice that the term CSco − CSm
appears in equation (13). This term is the damages paid to buyers when a case in the court is won.
The damages are multiplied a the discount factor raised to the square, this due to the assumption that
legal action will be taken in period one and the decision of the court will be formalized in period two.
Moreover, there are no costs of taking a legal action since if the antitrust has penalized the cartel,
with probability h, then the buyers will win the case for sure and the legal costs will be paid by the
cartel. It is trivial to show that Vr,l > Vr . This means that the buyers should always prefer to report
and claim damages than just to report. Notice that I implicitly assume that if the antitrust fails to
penalize a cartel then the buyers or the antitrust cannot pursue a retrial27 .
According to the EU Green Paper28 , the buyers are failing to reclaim their damages. This means
that Vr,l < Vr . For this case to hold the buyers need to face costs that make them unwilling to reclaim
damages or the buyers are faced with difficulties to proof that they have been directly harmed by the
activities of the cartel. This means that the equation (13) should account for these factors as well.
The redefined value function is given below.

(14)

′
Vr,l
= CSm + hδ2 hb (CSco − CSm) − hδ2 (1 − hb )k +

(1 − h)δCSm
hδCSc
+
−v
(1 − δ)
(1 − δ)

The term hb is the probability that the buyers win the case, which depends on evidence that they
have been harmed by the cartel. In addition, notice that k appears in (14), this is due to the fact that
the buyers are faced with a positive probability to lose the court case even though a cartel has been
found by the antitrust. For the arguments of the Green Paper to hold we need 12 being greater than
14, which means that the expected gain from taking a legal action is smaller than the expected costs,
27 On the other hand, even if we allow for a retrial, or appeal, the results should not change much. Most probably, the probability
of a cartel to be punished will be a more complex expression of the sum on future probabilities of winning the case. In any case this
scenario is left for future research. Furthermore, Bourjade, Ray and Seabright (2009) have investigated the implication on private
enforcement of allowing pretrail bargaining. Consequently, it would also be interesting to extent the current model in the same
direction with Bourjade, Ray and Seabright (2009).
28 See EU website: http : //eur − lex.europa.eu/LexU riServ/site/en/com/2005/com2005 0672en01.pdf .
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hb (CSco − CSm ) − (1 − hb )k < 0. When reducing the legal barriers hb will increase, it is less difficult
to prove the buyers have been inflicted damages by the cartel. While if procedural barriers decreases
then k decreases. This provides us with the following condition, such that there is only reporting:

(15)

hb <

k
CSco − CSm + k

As for the case where the buyers choose to take the cartel to the court without reporting to the
antitrust:

(16)

Vl = CSm + hhb δ(CSco − CSm ) − ((1 − h) + h(1 − hb ))k +

hδCSco (1 − h)δCSm
+
(1 − δ)
(1 − δ)

Notice that k now appears without a discount factor, this is because the legal action is taking place in
period zero. Furthermore, the expected benefit from taking a legal action, the term hhb δ(CSco −CSm ),
is discounted and this is because of the assumption that damages are going to be paid in the next
period. Additionally, the legal expenses are multiplied by the probability the court acknowledges that
a cartel exists but fail to link the buyers with any damages and the probability that the court has ruled
against the existence to the cartel. Moreover, the discounted utility, the last two expression of the
right hand side of (16) is independent on hb . Mainly because the antitrust authority will take measures
against the cartel and impose competition if the court has decided that a cartel exists, irrespectively
to the decision of the court on whether the buyers have suffered any damages. For equation (12) be
greater than equation (16) the following needs to hold:

(17)

h<

k−v
hb (δ(CSco − CSm) + k)

Condition (17) states that if the probability for a cartel to be punished is smaller (low enough) than
the right hand side then the buyers will prefer to report than take a legal action against the cartel. If
condition (15) does not hold then we need to compare (14) with (16). To be more specific we need to
compare the value function of reporting and taking a legal action with just taking a legal action. For
the former to hold the following condition needs to be satisfied:

(18)

h<

k−v
k(δ(1 − hb ) + hb )

This condition states that the probability of a cartel being punished needs to be sufficiently low for
the buyers to report and take a legal action than taking a legal action. All in all, the above condition
states that private enforcement does not necessarily fails in the presence of limited legal actions, as it
is implicitly suggested by the EU antitrust. On the contrary, the analysis suggests that the buyers are
behaving according to their incentives and as a consequence private enforcement is present in the EU
context. Moreover as it will be shown later on, for a cartel to be sustained it needs to satisfy buyers’
ICC and as a result choose a quantity that is higher than the benchmark case.
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The next step is to compare the incentives of the cartel. The cartel can choose either to ignore the
buyers incentives and take the risk of being reported or make the buyers just indifferent from taking
any action. This result’s into two different approaches with respect to profit maximization. The first
one is the benchmark case where the cartel maximizes its expected profits while the other one is to
satisfy the buyers ICC. Assume that condition (18) and (17) holds, the cartel knows that the buyers
prefer reporting to any other action. As a result of that, the equilibrium is found by setting equation
CSm
, see proposition 1. The ICC of the buyers, CSm = CSco − (1−δ)v
defines the
(12) equal to (1−δ)
hδ
collusive quantity. However, another condition needs to be found such that the cartel will prefer to
satisfy the ICC than take the risk to be reported. The condition will be found by setting the collusive
profits under condition the ICC, Πm,L , greater or equal to the expected profits when the ICC is not
(1−h)δΠm,b
Πm,L
co
≥ Πm,b − hδP en(qm,b ) + hδΠ
. Πm,b is the collusive profit when the cartel
satisfied, (1−δ)
(1−δ) +
(1−δ)
maximizes the expected profit. By comparing the profit functions, the following condition is reached:

(19)

h≥

Πm,b − Πm,L
δ(2 − δ)(Πm,b − Πco )
Π

−δ(2−δ)Π

For the right hand side to be smaller than one it has to be that Πm,b < m,L (1−δ)2 co . More
specifically, the collusive profits under the ICC condition need to be sufficiently high or equivalently
the reporting cost, which defines Πm,L , be sufficiently high.
Assume condition (18) holds and (17) does not hold; the buyers prefer to report and take a legal
action afterwards. The cartel needs to satisfy an ICC which is found by setting equation (14) equal
CSm
. Consequently, the ICC is defined as:
to (1−δ)

(20)

CSm = CSco −

(1 − δ)v
δ(1 − δ)(1 − hb )k
−
hδ[1 + δhb (1 − δ)]
1 + δhb (1 − δ)

The cartel will satisfy the above condition if the profits that arise, which will be defined as Πm,rl
are greater than the expected profit of the benchmark maximization problem. Thus a new condition
P im,rl
arises from the comparison of the two profit functions: (1−δ)
≥ Πb,rl − hδP en(q b,rl ) − hhb δ2 (CSco −
(1−h)δΠ

b,rl
co
. Where Πb,rl is the collusive profit under the benchmark maximization
CSb,rl + k) + hδΠ
(1−δ) +
(1−δ)
problem. Notice that by the neutrality result of Salant (1987) and Baker (1988), the profits will be
equal to the ones in the benchmark case29 . A further simplifying assumption is needed; I am going
to assume that tb,rl (Πb,rl − Πco ) = CSco − CSb,rl 30 . In other words, the difference of the CS can be
expressed as the difference of the collusive and competitive profits times a multiplier, tm,bl , which is
greater than one. Therefore, the following condition is defined:

(21)

h≥

Πb,rl − Πm,rl
δ[(Πb,rl − Πco )(2 − δ + hb tb,rl δ(1 − δ)) + khb δ(1 − δ)]

Notice that the right hand side of the above condition is going to be smaller than one, for a sufficiently
29 In

this case the benchmark is the profit maximization with the antitrust deterrence effect (expected penalty).
assumption, even though not necessary, it will help me to find a well-defined condition.

30 This
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high discount factor. This is a similar condition with (19) the only difference is that we have a different
ICC constraint to be satisfied and as a consequence a different expression for the collusive profits.
For the buyers to prefer to take the initiative by suing the cartel from period zero, it has to be that
neither (17) or (18) holds. In this case, the ICC that needs to be satisfied is:

(22)

CSm = CSco −

The condition is found through

CSm
(1−δ)

(1 − hhb )(1 − δ)k
hδ(1 + hb (1 − δ))

co
= CSm − δ[(1− h)+ h(1− hb )]k + δhhb (CSco − CSm )+ δhCS
(1−δ) +

δ(1−h)CSm
.
(1−δ)

This condition is different from the one found in Spulber (1989). The reason is that the
author just sets the expected gain from taking an action to the court equal to the expected expenses.
On the other hand, in my analysis I set the expected CS from going to court equal to the CS the
buyers receive under collusion, where the last one is the case when the buyers choose not to take any
action. The intuition is that Spulber ignores the change to the indirect utility function by a change to
the competition status of the suppliers. In other words, he does not add to the benefits of an increased
CS when a cartel is found guilty and obliged to sell in competitive prices. However, I believe that the
buyers compare between alternatives and that is why I have set the expected gain function (sum of CS
and compensation) of taking a legal action equal to the CS of the buyers when they do not take any
action at all. Furthermore, for a cartel to choose to satisfy the ICC (22) it has to be that its profit is
Πm,l
(1−h)δΠb,l
co
greater than the expected profits: (1−δ)
≥ Πb,l −hδ2 P en(qb,l )−hhb δ(CSco −CSb,l +k)+ hδΠ
(1−δ) + (1−δ) .
Where Πb,l is the benchmark collusive profit when the buyers decide to take a legal action from period
zero. The condition is:

(23)

h≥

Πb,l − Πm,l
δ[(Πb,l − Πco )(1 + δ(1 − δ)(1 + hb tb,l )) + hb k]

The same expression has been used to substitute the difference of the CS with the difference of the
profits. However, the factor tb,l is going to be different from tb,rl since qb,l 6= qb,rl and Πb,l > Πb,rl .
This is because the cartel in going to be punished by the antitrust, with probability h, in period 2 for
Πb,l and in period one for Πb,rl . Notice that the neutrality of the treble damages partially holds for
either case (buyers will increase their demand based on the discounted compensation they will receive
in the future). If however, the court decides to compensate the buyers three times their discounted
loss then we have a full neutrality effect. The same holds for the penalty of the antitrust (public
deterrence effect). If the penalty is a function of the discounted profits of the cartel then no difference
is generated between the two cases.
A table is provided in the appendix that summarizes the results. In that table the inefficiencies and
the deterrence effect for each state of the world is also reported. The inefficiency normally should be
defined as the difference from the social optimum. However, in this case I focus entirely with respect
to the enforcement costs, reporting and legal costs. Alternatively, we can measure the inefficiency
with respect to the difference between the social optimum and the sum of the collusive profit, the
penalty paid to the antitrust authority, the damages paid to the buyers and the enforcement costs. In
the latter case, the inefficiency under treble damages is always goings to be greater than the case with
reporting. The main reason is that with both public and private enforcement, the sum of the penalty
and damages paid to the buyers is always going to be greater than the social optimum.
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An interesting result is that the most inefficient case is when buyers both report and take legal
action. Furthermore, the following proposition states that the most efficient case is the one under
reporting. Note that for this proposition the inefficiency is defined as the difference that arise from
the social optimum.
5th Proposition:
The most efficient policy is reporting, given the assumptions of this section.
For the proof see appendix. The intuition is simple in the treble damages case the cartel will need
to pay for damages both the antitrust and the buyers which means that it is not anymore a mere
monetary transfer. However, the above proposition states that the relative inefficiency is independent
of the penalty. In other words, even under a non-penalty case the reporting policy will be a more
efficient one.
The deterrence effect is defined as the change to the collusive profit achieved by the private and/or
the public enforcement policy. In the table two possible scenarios, for each policy, are presented.
If the probability of a cartel to be convicted is low enough the cartel will prefer to satisfy the ICC
of the buyers than take the risk of being reported or sued. Consequently, the deterrence effect will
be calculated by the difference of the benchmark profit with the profit that satisfies the ICC. For
instance, under the case with buyers reporting on the cartel the deterrence effect will be Πb − Πm,L .
Hence, the case with the highest deterrence effect will be the one with the lowest value on the ICC.
This is not helpful since the conditions given for each case to hold are derived from comparing the
best alternatives of the buyers. In other words, the deterrence effect cannot be compared between the
different cases. However, if the probability of a cartel to be punished is such that the cartel chooses
not to satisfy the ICC then the deterrence effect is equal to the penalty of the antitrust authority. The
reason for that is the neutrality effect of the treble damages. The buyers are anticipating that they
will be compensated and as a result increase their demand accordingly.
To sum up, the best policy with respect to efficiency is to promote reporting, whether the condition
for a cartel to satisfy the ICC holds or not. As for the deterrence effect it seems that it depends
mainly on the best alternative for the buyers. However, the antitrust authority can always construct
a penalty structure that incorporates the reduction of the profits by a private deterrence policy. Thus
reporting is the best choice. Lastly, it seems that the EU officials have wrongfully predicted that the
private enforcement has failed in EU. On the contrary, the private enforcement had its share of success.
Therefore, the policies that promote reporting should be adopted; they generate less inefficiencies and
can have an equivalent deterrence effect.
IV.

Extensions

The analysis presented so far has been relied on some simplifying assumptions. However, as it will
be shown some interesting results arise when we introduce buyers heterogeneity, which is the main
purpose of this section.
A.

Price Discrimination

In the sections that follow a price discrimination is going to be generated by assuming buyers
heterogeneity with respect to maximum willingness to pay, reporting costs and information available
on the MCs’ of their suppliers.
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Threat of Exclusion, foreclosure

The threat of exclusion, foreclosure, is not a new concept in the economics. The effect of foreclosure
has been examined in mergers and to rationalize tie-ins ; see for example Ordover, Saloner and Salop
(1990), Whinston (1990) and Rey and Tirole (2007). However, as far as we know the threat of exclusion
has not been examined as a tool of collusion. Thus, this paper introduces the threat of exclusion as a
mechanism to control for reporting.
In this section I am going to assume that the buyers have no cost of reporting but the cartel
members can use exclusionary threats to their buyers. Notice, that this assumption is not far from
reality since practitioners have suggested that exclusionary threats are either explicitly or implicitly
used to coordinate different practices. See for example Intel in 2009 (fined by EU of an amount of
1bn) where it used exclusionary threats to bundle its products and decrease the competition on the
microchip market.
The buyers are heterogeneous with respect to their willingness to pay. The suppliers though cannot
price discriminate but they might know that there are different types of buyers in the market31 . We
are also going to assume that there is always a fraction of buyers that will be excluded from the
market whenever suppliers set a price greater than the competitive32 , because they cannot afford
anymore to buy. It is straightforward that it is meaningless to threat buyers that are already excluded
from the market with exclusion. This unexpectedly generates an interesting result, the cartel is more
afraid being reported by the small (marginal) buyers than the big ones and as a result is willing to
compensate only the small buyers, keep the small buyers in the market). The next figure presents this
argument.
FIGURE

An increase on price will create a reduction in the quantity supplied (from Qc to Qm ). Thus,
any buyer with maximum willingness to pay greater than the competitive price but smaller than the
collusive price will be excluded. Thus, a cartel can only use an exclusionary threat to the ’included’
buyers and compensate the excluded. The cartel compensates the excluded buyers by setting a price
31 This

assumption will be better understood later on
is equivalent to say that there is enough heterogeneity between the buyers such that there will be at least a group of buyers
that is going to be excluded. Alternatively we can assume an infinite number of buyers with unique maximum willingness to pay
and the buyers with the biggest valuation is willing to pay a finite amount of money. These assumption do not alter the main
results of this section (the relative level of profits will be affected but not the equilibrium behaviour).
32 It
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P ′ that is just affordable for this group, where Pco ≤ P ′ < Pm,b . I am also assuming that the cartel
can identify the two groups33 , no mimicking. However, we still need to show that the exclusionary
threat is credible.
First of all, the threat is credible from the buyers aspect. Being excluded will generate a zero CS, for
either group of buyers, which is worse than CSm . As for the cartel members, the exclusionary threat
will take place after the cartel has been dissolved, since the antitrust authority would have investigated
and enforced competition. Thus, the exclusion of a buyer will take place at the competitive stage.
This means that the cartel members will need to employ a strategy of cartel reformation given that
a buyer has been excluded. At the intervention (by the antitrust) stage the suppliers will need to
exclude the reporting party, generating competitive profits smaller than the benchmark case (where
everyone is served). At the last stage suppliers decide to reform the cartel given that the reporting
buyers has been excluded. A strategy of enforced punishment is the following:
We also assume that the cartel members knows which has reported and from where she buys (which
supplier).
• if: Qm,t−1 then qi,m,t
• if: Qt−1 > Qm,t−1 then qi,c,t
• if: reporting in t − 2 and Qc′ ,t−1 then qi,m
• if reporting in t − 2 and Qc,t−1 then qi,c
Where Qc′ ,t−1 is the aggregate competitive quantity under exclusion. Notice that the quantity under
exclusion needs to be smaller than the competitive quantity, Qc′ ,t−1 < Qc,t−1 . Subscript t corresponds
to time. The first two points, of the above strategy, are the benchmark trigger strategy. These two
points state that if in the previous period (t-1) the aggregate quantity was equal to the collusive one
then the individual supplier should the collusive quantity, otherwise choose the Cournot. Notice that
this strategy corresponds to the case of an infinite punishment period. The last two points correspond
to the case where a buyer has reported (in the t-2) and the cartel needs to employ a strategy to punish
the buyer. To be more specific, these two point state that if there was reporting in period t-2 and the
supplier has punished the buyer (Qc′ ,t−1 ) then the firm should choose the collusive quantity, otherwise
choose the competitive (with an infinite punishment as well).
However, we still need to show that a discount factor exists that supports such a strategy (last two
points). To do so we need to compare the stream of profit under compliance and with no compliance,
m
where compliance corresponds to punishing the buyer. The compliance profit is Πc′ + δΠ
1−δ , while the
Πc
. By setting the compliance profit’s greater or equal than the profit’s
profit without punishment is 1−δ
without compliance we get the following discount factor:

(24)

δ≥

Πc,i − Πc′ ,i
Πm,i − Πc′ ,i

Since Πm,i > Πc,i and both the numerator and denominator are positive then the there is a discount
factor that supports this strategy (sufficient condition). The next step is to compare this discount
33 So we implicitly assume that the cartel might suspect that the buyers have different valuations. Thus, they offer the collusive
price to all and if a buyer refuses to buy then the cartel is willing to offer a lower price up to the competitive. We do not investigate
the bargaining process that might arise but we definitely know that the equilibrium price for this cohort of buyers needs to be
smaller than the collusive and greater or equal than the competitive.
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factor with the benchmark one and infer which is more binding, where binding refers to the highest
MDF. The benchmark MDF will be higher if:
Πd,i − Πm,i > Πc,i − Πc′ ,i
Notice, that the above condition need not to hold always. For example, under Cournot with linear
demand and the exclusion driving the profit’s to zero (Πc′ ,i = 0) then the MDF of the exclusionary
threat will actually be higher (the above condition does not hold) if the number of suppliers is smaller
than five.
It will be more interesting to see how the above condition behaves as the number of buyers and the
excluded buyers changes. Assume linear demand, define the inverse demand as P = a − bq (where a
is the maximum willingness to pay and b captures the size of the market and the sensitivity of the
buyers34 ) and competition al á Cournot. The benchmark MDF is defined as:

(25)

δ=

(n + 1)2
(n + 1)2 + 4n

Notice that the above MDF depends solely on the number of suppliers (n). We are now going
to assume that the size of the market is fixed, while we change the number of buyers (m). This
assumption is taken in order to simplify the analysis, since we are not interested (for this part35 )
to investigate what happens as the size of the market changes but we are interested to examine the
impact of the number of buyers given the size of the market. The consequence of this assumption is
to keep the benchmark MDF unchanged. Let now examine what happens with the MDF under threat
of exclusion when the number of buyers changes, keeping the size of the market unchanged.
Define Πc,j =

Πc,i
m

the per buyer profit of a supplier36 and let A be the number of buyers that need to
(m−A)Π

c,i
this last equation relates
be punished, where Aǫ(0, m]. Furthermore, Πc′ ,i = (m − A)Πc,j =
m
the profits under the threat of exclusion with the ones under the benchmark case. Notice that we let
the number of excluded buyers to be less than one, since a buyer might not trade solely with only one
supplier, and take a maximum of m. We also let the max to be m in order to examine what happens if
a supplier needs to punish all of its buyers. Notice, that under this setting as the m increases the cost
of the threat of exclusion decreases, since the cost of exclusion is the profit foregone in that period.
Moreover, the collusive profits remain unchanged by the number of buyers, since the size of the market
remains unchanged. The next step is to substitute the above expressions, of the competitive profits,
in the MDF under threat of exclusion. After some algebra we reached to the following MDF.

(26)

δ=

4An
m(n − 1)2 + 4nA

The new MDF depends on the number of suppliers, the number of buyers and the number of excluded
buyers (A). Some comparative Statics are reported below:
34 Thus,

b can be further decomposed to a component (A) that captures the size of the market.
will be relaxed in a latter stage.
36 Just to remind the reader that both suppliers and buyers are homogeneous. Thus, the profits and the buyers should be equally
divided between the firms.
35 It
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<0

The first derivative states that as the number of buyers, or the size of buyer, that needs to be
compensated increases the cartel becomes less stable. This is because the excluded buyers absorb
a greater proportion of the profits and the punishment becomes harder to implemented. While the
effect of the number of suppliers to the MDF depends on 2 − mn2 . Notice that n ∗ m ≥ 1 which
means that this condition is positive only in the case of a monopolist and a monopsonist, however by
assumption we have set n¿1. Thus, the MDF will be negatively influenced by a change in the number
of suppliers. This means that as the number of buyers increases competition becomes more intense
and the suppliers can extract less profits per buyer. Hence, the cost of punishment decreases as the
number of suppliers, the intensity of competition, increases. Furthermore, as the number of buyers
increases (m) the cost of implementing the threat decreases. The intuition is that as m increases the
per buyer profit decreases and as a result the cost of punishment decreases. However, we need to
be careful how to interpret these comparative statics since the MDF of the benchmark case might
dominate (higher) than the MDF under the threat of exclusion. The following figure presents this
case.
Figure 111:

In the vertical axis we have set the value of the MDF and in the horizontal the number of suppliers
(taking values from 2 to 6) and the parameter A (taking values from 0.1 to 2). We have imposed the
number of buyers per supplier to be equal to two (m=2). The first figure presents the MDF under the
threat of exclusion. Notice that for a cartel to be stable the realized discount factor needs to be greater
than the surface of the plotted MDF. The MDF under the threat of exclusion take its maximum when
the number of suppliers are 2 and the supplier needs to punish all of its buyers (m=A=2), while the
minimum is generated when the number of suppliers is 6 and the punishment is the smallest of all
(A=0.1).
As it was expected the MDF increases as the number of buyers that need to be excluded (parameter
A) increases and decreases as the number of suppliers (parameter n) increases. The intuition is simple,
as the number of buyers that need to be excluded increases (parameter A) the cost of punishment
increases and the cartel member needs to be more patient. However, as the number of suppliers
increases the cost of the punishment decreases. This is because the number of suppliers correspond
to the intensity of competition (remember competition à la Cournot) and as a result as n increases
the competitive profits decreases (the cost of foregoing profits decrease) which means that the cartel
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member needs to be relative less patient. Thus, there are two effects working on opposite direction,
the number buyers to be punished and the number of suppliers that decreases the profits.
However, the MDF under the benchmark case might be greater than the one under the threat
of exclusion. In the second graph we have plotted the max MDF. We have identified the regions
where the MDF under threat of exclusion dominates the benchmark MDF and viceversa. The flatted
surface is generated because the benchmark MDF dominates the new MDF. Notice that the flat area
is generated because the benchmark MDF is independent of A. As it can be seen the MDF under
the threat of exclusion is higher when the number of suppliers is small, while the benchmark MDF
dominates from a point and afterwards (for n ≥ 5). This suggest that the threat of exclusion is more
difficult to be sustained if the number of suppliers is small and the number of buyers that need to be
punished is big.
In order to verify the above conclusion let compare the benchmark MDF with the MDF under the
threat of reporting. By setting the latter bigger than the benchmark MDF and by setting A = λm we
get the condition: n(n − 4λ1/2 ) < 1. If we assume that λ = 1, its maximum value, then the condition
holds if n < 5. This verifies the intuitive results mentioned above.
The threat of exclusion enforces buyers that afford to pay for the increase in prices to accept the
benchmark collusive price. While the excluded buyers, the buyers that cannot afford the increase,
the price will be set such that they are just indifferent from reporting and to remain in the market.
Therefore, price discrimination arises because of the threat of exclusion and the ability of the cartel
to identify the excluded buyers.
However, do notice that reporting is neutral, in this case, with respect to the likelihood of collusion,
3rd proposition. Mainly because the ability of the buyers to report does not constrain the collusive
profits. To be more specific, if there is no reporting the optimal pricing strategy is to set the profit
maximizing price for the included buyers and set a price to the low evaluation buyers such that they
will not drop from the market. The same strategy holds for the case where the buyers can report and
the cartel can use the exclusionary threat.
If however the cartel cannot set a non-linear price, since it might raise the alarm for the antitrust
authority, then the cartel should set a price higher than the competitive, compensate the excluded
buyers (in order not to drop) and threat with exclusion the included buyers. The compensation will
be equal to the DWL which means that the cartel will still find it profitable to increase the price (since
the additional profits will be higher than the compensation). Notice that the neutrality effect on the
demand side, the excluded buyers anticipate the compensation and as a result increase their demand,
should not arise since we have assumed that this population of buyers is credit constrained (being
excluded and cannot afford the price increase). Thus the maximization problem is redefined as:

arg max Π = (P − c)q − L ∗ comp
q

P

= P (q)
b(qc − qm )2
Comp =
2
Πco ≤ Πm
Where the compensation will be equal to the DWL (under linear demand is defined as: DW L =
, since the excluded customers loss of CS will be equal to the DWL. It is trivial to show that
the new profit that arise from the above maximization problem will be less than the ones under the
b(qc −qm )2
2
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benchmark case. The compensation increases the MC and any increase of MC needs to generate less
profit’s. Furthermore, notice that the 3rd proposition holds in this case as well. This is because of the
compensation, that restricts the collusive profits.
Differences on cost of reporting

This section assumes exogenously differences on cost of reporting. Assume that they are two kind of
buyers. A group of population H faces cost of reporting v H and another group of population L faces a
cost of reporting v L , where v H > v L . Let me remind the reader that the total population of buyers is
M. Assume that v H is such that the high cost group will never report37 . This scenario corresponds to
the case where there is a portion of buyers that are better informed either because they interact more
frequently with the suppliers or because they are major (big) buyers. In contrast to previous section,
I will assume that there are no excluded buyers. In order to simplify the analysis we will assume that
if a cartel is reported is going to be punished with a probability equal one (probability of an antitrust
to detect and successfully prosecute a cartel is one). Last, we assume that the cartel cannot use 3rd
degree price discrimination, thus the cartel must set an uniform price under a linear demand. This is
the case if the use of 3rd price discrimination in this particular industry raises anticompetitive concerns
to the antitrust authority. However, the cartel knows which buyers are informed and as a result is
able to compensate. Therefore, there is a range on the population of ”informed” (where informed
from now on it will be referred to the buyers that are faced with low cost of reporting) buyers that the
cartel will choose to satisfy the ICC while for sufficiently low number of informed buyers the cartel
will choose to compensate these buyers. This result is presented in the next proposition.
6th Proposition:
(P

−c)q

−Π′

(P

−Π′

−c)q

m,b
m,b
m,b
m,b
the cartel chooses to satisfy the ICC. If ML2 < CS
the
If ML2 ≥ CS
c −CSm −v
c −CSm −v
cartel chooses to compensate the informed buyers and the optimal quantity will be found at
the benchmark case.

Where, Π′ are the profits that arise when satisfying the buyers ICC. The proof is based on comparing
the profits under satisfying the ICC and the profits under compensation. The maximization problem
under compensation is the following:

(27)

∗ arg max Π = (Pm − c)qm −
q

L
X

CSc,j − CSm,b,j − v

j

*
bq 2

Where compensation is the sum of L buyers CS. Under Linear demand CSj = 2j , notice that
Q
qj = M
. Substituting the last expressions into the above max problem and comparing with the profits
under ICC we get the condition presented in the 6th proposition. The intuition for the proof is the
following. If the population of informed buyers is low enough, the compensation that needs to be
paid is less than the increase in profits from restricting the quantity, and as a result to that the cartel
will find it optimal, higher profits, to compensate the informed buyers. The informed buyers will
anticipate the compensation and as a consequence they will ex ante increase their demand accordingly
37 The

buyers are faced with a cost such that CSm,b > CSco + v
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(the neutrality problem arises). Thus, in this case Pm and qm are the benchmark collusive price and
quantity.
Thus, even if the cartel is not able to price discriminate it is still able to compensate the buyers
(offering discounts for example that are not possible to be traced by the outsiders). Thus, in this
case the informed buyers are better off than the uninformed. However, the uninformed do benefit if
the population of the informed buyers (L) is high enough, since the cartel will decide to satisfy the
ICC. Hence, the number of informed buyers constrain the ability of the cartel to extract CS from the
uninformed buyers.
Notice, that the neutrality effect generates a jump to prices. Since for L being above the threshold
prices are set to the benchmark case, while for L being below the threshold prices are set in a way to
satisfy the informed buyers ICC. If however we assume that the buyers are credit constraint, cannot
ex ante increase their demand, then the prices will rise as the number of informed decreases, until we
reach the benchmark collusive price (when L=0). Finally, notice that now the likelihood of collusion
depends on the population of the informed buyers as well. As L increases the collusive profits decreases
and the likelihood increases.
Finally, when the cartel is able to price discriminate then it will find it optimal to set a price (P l )
to the informed buyers that satisfy their ICC and the benchmark collusive price to the uninformed
buyers. In this case the uninformed buyers do not benefit from the existence of the informed buyers.
Dynamic Price Discrimination arising from information spillovers between informed and
uninformed buyers

To be Completed...
V.

Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this paper was to examine the impact of reporting on the likelihood of collusion
and on social welfare. It it is shown that the strategic interaction between buyers and suppliers
generates some intuitive results. The cartel will choose its quantity by satisfying the ICC of the
buyers. Furthermore, for costly reporting the threat of reporting reduces the collusive profits and
increases the likelihood of collusion. The above results suggest some empirical implications. First of
all, in markets where buyers are better informed we should anticipate collusion more frequently. In
addition, the cartels should be more likely to remain hidden and should be more stable (less frequent
price wars), when faced with informed buyers.
Furthermore, on equilibrium of the simple model there is no reporting from the buyers of the cartel.
In other words, it is the mere threat of reporting that influences the results. Reporting will be observed
if the assumption of the cartel being punished for sure, after a buyer’s report, is relaxed. Furthermore,
examining cases that provide strategies different from truth-telling will be interesting as well. As for
the last case, assuming uncertainty into buyers’ knowledge of the existence of a cartel might do the
trick. However, this is left for future research.
An alternative mechanism, to control for reporting, is proposed. The threat of exclusion, foreclosure,
is a robust strategy to deter reporting. However, we show that as the size of the buyers increases or
the size of suppliers decreases it becomes more difficult to sustain such a strategy. Additionally, we
find that as the number of buyers increases the threat becomes more robust. The driving force of
this result is the trade-off between foregoing profits in one period and enjoying higher profits in the
future. The size of the buyers matters because it corresponds to a higher profit per buyers for a given
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supplier. The number of suppliers is an approximation of the intensity of competition, since we assume
competition ‘a la Cournot, and as a result more intense competition reduces the per buyer profit and
decreases the cost of the threat. Finally, the number of buyers matters since it decreases the per buyer
profit.
We further investigate the importance of buyers information to the model. It is shown that uninformed buyers benefit from the existence of informed buyers. In the case of the neutrality problem
the uninformed benefit if the number of buyers is high enough, while in the case where buyers are
credit constraint then the uninformed always benefit. This result is driven by the assumption that
the cartel cannot use 3r d degree price discrimination. If the cartel is able to discriminate then it will
find it optimal to set a price to the informed buyers that satisfy their ICC and sell at the benchmark
collusive price to the uninformed. Informed buyers might arise if we have big buyers that interact
more often with the buyers.
The results of this paper have some interesting implications on the policies of the antitrust authority.
To be more precise, if the antitrust authority reduces the cost of reporting then the society becomes
better off, in terms of welfare. To eliminate the cost of reporting, the buyers should be overcompensated
for cartel damages. Alternatively, the antitrust authority might set a good practice code to increase
the transparency in an industry and as a consequence to minimize the likelihood of collusion.
Finally, a comparison with the treble damages suggests that reporting has an equivalent effect with
respect to deterrence but it is more efficient as a policy. This result contradicts the assumption of
EU’s White Paper of private enforcement failure in the European area. More particularly, the lack of
private legal actions does not account for a failure on private enforcement since the buyers do have the
choice of reporting. Furthermore, even if reporting or legal actions are not present this does not mean
that private deterrence fails. The reason is that the cartels remain hidden by satisfying the buyers
ICC and as a result the collusive profits are going to be less than the ones with no private enforcement.
For the cartels that are prosecuted it seems that the buyers prefer to report than take any legal action
suggesting that this is their best alternative. However, the findings of this paper do agree with the
conclusions of the EU paper. Private legal actions will increase if the cost of prosecution and the
requirements to prove a direct damage from the cartel is reduced.
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Mathematical Appendix
B1.

Signalling Game

Figure A.1

(Needs to be rewritten with correct notation)
The game between buyers and antitrust takes place after the suppliers have decided whether to collude
or not, presented as t1 and t2 respectively38 . If collusion is observed the buyers choose whether to
B = 139 ) its existence or not (I B = I B = 0) and the antitrust authorities
report (signal, I1B = IR
0
R
AT A = 1) or not (I AT A = I AT A = 0). As for the
choose whether to investigate (respond, I1AT A = IR
0
R
payoffs; if the buyers decide to report and antitrust authority to investigate when there is collusion,
then the antitrust will achieve a positive return, V AT A > 0. As for the buyers, they receive CS under
competition minus the cost of reporting. In other words if we have (I1B , I1AT A /t1 ) then the payoffs of
the two players are (VcoB , V AT A ), where subscript ”co” is for competition. When suppliers collude and
buyers report but the antitrust decides not to investigate then the value function of the antitrust will
be equal to the Social Welfare (SW) under collusion40 . The value function of the buyers is VmB , where
the subscript ”m” is for collusion, is equal to the CS under collusion minus the cost of reporting. To
sum up, if (I1B , I0AT A /t1 ) the payoffs are (VmB , VmAT A ). If the buyers do not report but the antitrust
investigates; then the value function of the antitrust will be equal to SW under competition minus cost
of reporting, VcAT A since if investigates it will reveal the cartel and impose competition. The buyers
AT A
B
, Vco,C
receive CS under competition plus compensation. So at (I0B , I1AT A /t1 ) we have (Vco,comp
AT A ).
If the suppliers collude, the buyers do not report and the antitrust authority does not investigate
(I0B , I0AT A /t1 ) then the antitrust receives an expected SW without paying a cost of investigation. The
B
buyers’ value function will be equal to the CS under collusion plus compensation (Vm,comp
, EV AT A ).
As for the case where competition exists; when the buyers report and the antitrust authority investigates (I1B , I1AT A /t2 ), the antitrust’s payoff will be equal to SW under competition minus the cost of
investigation. The buyers, on the other hand, receive CS under competition and occur a cost to report
AT A ). When suppliers compete, the buyers report and the antitrust chooses not to investigate
(VcB , Vc,c
AT A
(I1B , I0AT A /t2 ), the antitrust will receive SW under competition without paying(use other word) the
cost of investigation and the buyers will receive CS under competition but at the same time occurring
B , V AT A ). While if the buyers do not report and the antitrust choose to
the cost of reporting (Vc,v
c
B
AT
A
investigate (I0 , I1 , /t2 ), the authority’s value function will be equal to the SW under competition
(given the assumption on the priors) but at the same time it will occur the costs of investigation. As
38 Notice

that the behaviour of suppliers will be taken as given in the signalling game
notation has been simplified in order to be easily distinguished in the graph since the antitrust has a similar binary action
40 The antitrust believes are updated

39 The
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AT A ). Finally, if the buyers
for the buyers payoff, it will be equal to the CS under competition (VcB , Vc,c
AT A
AT
A
B
do not report and the antitrust choose not to investigate (I0 , I0 , /t2 ) then the antitrust payoff will
be equal to SW under competition and the buyers’ payoff will be equal to the CS under competition
AT A ).
(VcB , Vc,c
AT A

B2.

Proofs for Lemma 1 and 2

Notice that some immediate results follow as a consequence of the assumptions and the specification
of the payoff functions of the players.
1st result: A pooling equilibrium with buyers always choosing to report cannot exist.
Proof:
If there is no cartel and given that the cost of reporting is positive, v > 0, the buyers will not report,
irrespectively to the antitrust best response.
QED
In other words the existence of a reporting cost enforces the buyers not to report if there is competition.
2nd result: There cannot be an equilibrium with the antitrust authorities always investigating a
market.
3rd result: There cannot be a separating equilibrium with the buyers choosing to report if there is
no collusion and not to report if collusion exists.
The 2nd result follows from the 1st one and the assumption that the prior beliefs of a cartel to exist
are equal to zero. As for the third result, it is an extension of the first two. The equilibrium remained
to be examined have been reduced even further by the intuitive criterion of Cho and Kreps (1987).
Notice that under a pooling equilibrium, there is no updating and as a consequence of that the beliefs
of the antitrust are equal to zero.
Proof of 1st Lemma:
If there is competition between the suppliers then it is obvious that the buyers will not report. As
for the antitrust, since there is no reporting there is no updating on their beliefs which means that
the best choice is no to investigate, the only choice that provides a non-negative return. On the other
hand, under collusion the buyers will not report since the cost of reporting is higher than the gain of
switching to competition (v ≥ CSco − CSm − Comp)41 . The antitrust beliefs have not been updated
which means that their best choice is not to investigate. As for the out of equilibrium beliefs, if a
report is registered the antitrust believes that a cartel exists and the best choice is to investigate, by
the 1st result. The other out off equilibrium paths are rejected by the intuitive criterion.
QED
41 The

condition is found by setting V B (I1B /I1AT A , t1 , .) ≤ V B (I0B /I0AT A , t1 , .)
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Proof of 2nd Lemma:
Under competition and for a positive cost of reporting the buyers will not report. If there is collusion,
the buyers will report, if the cost of reporting is smaller from the gains of a change on competition
(v < CSco − CSm − Comp), given the antitrust’s optimal choice.42 As for the antitrust, their beliefs
are updated if there is reporting with P1 = 1 and since its value function is greater under competition
(even after deducting for the costs of investigation), the antitrust will choose to investigate. If there
is no reporting then P1 = 0 and as a consequence of that it is better not to investigate.
QED
B3.

1st Proposition:

Proof:
Let’s assume that the 2nd constraint binds. If the cartel choose a quantity that violates the ICC
of buyers, compensation is smaller than the right hand side of the second constraint, then by the 2nd
lemma the buyers will report and the antitrust will impose the competitive equilibrium. Therefore,
compensation is necessary for a cartel to form. Let assume that the cartel sets a quantity that is smaller
′
by ε than the one that makes the buyers indifferent from reporting43 , denoted as Q . Thus, the buyers
′
RQ
R Q′ −ε
need to be compensated by the decrease of their CS, Comp = ∆CS = 0 P (x)dx − 0
P (x)dx =
R Q′
′
′
′
′
. While, the additional revenues generated are ∆T R = P (q − ε)(q ε) − P (q )q which are smaller
′
Q −ε
than the cost of compensation ∆T R < ∆CS , for any downward slopping inverse demand function.
In other words, the collusion generates Dead Weight Loss (DWL) and as a consequence the change of
revenues from further decreasing the quantity is smaller than the change on costs (T R < T C), which
means that it is not optimal to deviate downwards from the buyers indifference point. It is trivial to
show that the collusive profits are not maximized when the cartel chooses a quantity that is higher
from the one that makes the buyers just indifferent (CS co − CS m − v > 0). So it is not optimal to
deviate upwards either, and as a consequence to that the equilibrium will be found by setting the 2nd
constraint equal to zero. If the cost of reporting is zero then the cartel will not be formed, since it
cannot compensate and retrieve positive returns at the same time. If the cost of reporting is higher
from CS co − CS m,be , in other words if the ICC is not binding anymore, then the optimum will be
found by maximizing the profit function of the cartel given the 1st and the 3rd constraint.
QED
B4.

2nd Proposition:

Proof:
Increasing the cost of reporting increases the value of the second constraint and as a consequence the
collusive profits will increase (by the 1st proposition). For the collusive profits to increase, the quantity
ϑqm ϑPm
m
needs to decrease. In other words, ϑΠ
ϑv = ϑv ( ϑqm qm + Pm − c), the term in the parenthesis is the
difference between Marginal Revenue, M R, and Marginal Cost, M C. For the benchmark case M R
needs to be equal to M C which means that for any quantity greater than the benchmark M R < M C.
m
Therefore, ϑP
ϑqm qm + Pm − c < 0. Furthermore, the ICC is defined as CSm = CSco − v which means
42 In

other words, if they do not report the buyers receive CSm +Comp while if they report CSco −v but CSco −v > CSm +Comp.
quantity that makes buyers just indifferent without being paid any compensation will be found by setting the 2nd constraint
′
equal to zero (comp=0), thus Q : CSm = CSco − v
43 The
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m
that an increase in v decreases CSm and as a result decreases quantity. This means that ϑq
ϑv < 0 and
ϑΠm
as a consequence ϑv > 0. When the benchmark optimum is reached, an increase in the reporting
costs neither increases nor decreases collusive profits. As a result of that neither quantity is influenced.

QED
B5.

3rd Proposition

Proof:
The minimum discount factor required for an internally stable cartel is defined as:
(B1)

δ

Πd − Πm
Πd − Πco

Where Πd stands for profit under deviation. Moreover, notice that the probability of a generated
discount factor be greater than the MDF is negatively influenced by the actual level of MDF. In
other words, if the MDF increases then there is a smaller range for the realized discount factor to be
generated. The following figure provides a graphical illustration of the argument.
Figure A.5:

In other words an increase of the MDF decreases fδ = P r(δ > δM DF ). The likelihood is defined
by the 2nd assumption. It specifies that an increase on δM DF decreases both fδ and the Probability
of collusion. This means that it is sufficient to examine what happens to the MDF to infer how the
likelihood of collusion changes by the cost of reporting. Let’s take the derivative of the MDF (the
right hand side of A.1) with respect to the cost of reporting:

(B2)

ϑδ
=
ϑv

ϑΠd
ϑv (Πm

m
− Πco ) − ϑΠ
ϑv (Πd − Πco )
(Πd − Πco )2

We know that Πd > Πm for any Πm > Πco . By the 1st proposition: Pd < Pm and by the 2nd
max ⇒ Π → Π
d ϑQm
proposition ϑQ
d
d,be and Πm → Πm,be .
ϑv , ϑv < 0. Furthermore, notice that at v → v
Moreover, by the monotonicity of the profit function with respect to the cost of reporting: Πd < Πd,be
and Πm < Πm,be . We also know that Πd,be > Πm,be . Notice also that as v → 0, Πd = Πm = Πco .
ϑδ
However for ϑv
to be positive, the following needs to hold:

(B3)

(1 − δ)

ϑΠm
ϑΠd
−
>0
ϑv
ϑv

Notice that by the 2nd proposition, an increase in the costs of reporting increases the collusive profits
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and as a consequence the deviation has to increase as well. Condition (A3) states that the deviation
profits need to change by more than the competitive, with a change on the reporting cost, for at least
some part in the range [0, v max ]. By the assumption of linear demand the change in the deviation
profits is:

ϑqd ϑPd
ϑPd ϑQm,−i
ϑΠd
=
(
∗ qd + Pd − c) +
∗ qd
ϑv
v ϑqd
ϑQm,−i ϑv

(B4)

Where Qm,−i is the collusive quantity of n − 1 companies, excluding the company that deviates.
Notice that the first term in the parenthesis is equal to zero, since the profit maximization assumption
d
states that the First Order Condition, FOC (M R = M C), needs to hold. This means that ϑΠ
ϑv =
ϑQ
ϑQm,−i
ϑΠ
m,−i
and by the 2nd proposition ϑv
< 0 which means that ϑvd . The quantity under
−b ∗ ϑv
deviation can be derived from the first order condition of the deviating company’s maximization
a−c−b∗Qm,−i
a−c
. As a
problem: qd =
. Moreover, the competitive quantity is defined as: qco,i = (n+1)b
2b
(n+1)(q

−q

)+2q

co,i
m,i
m,i
. The collusive profits are defined as
consequence, qd can be expressed as qd =
2
ϑΠ
ϑqm,i ϑPm
Πm,i = (Pm − c)∗qm,i . The change of a company’s collusive profit is: ϑvm,i = ϑv
( ϑqm,i qm,i + Pm − c).
Notice that for the collusive profits M R = M C at Πbe but in this case Πm,i < Πbe,i which means that
M R < M C.

(ϑ

)

ϑq

m,i
m,i
d)
= ϑv
(−bnqm,i + Pm − c), and in the same style with the work on (ϑΠ
Under linear demand ϑv
ϑv
ϑqm,i
ϑΠ
ϑΠ
d
((n + 1)b(qco,i − qm,i ) − b(n − 1)qm,i ). Substituting the reduced forms of ϑvm,i and ϑΠ
: ϑvm,i = ϑv
ϑv
into condition (A3), provides us with the following equation:

[n + 1 − δ(n − 1)][(n + 1)(qco,i − qm,i ) + 2qm,i ] > 2qm,i (n + 1)
Rearranging terms:
(B5)

(n + 1)(qco,i − qm,i ) >

δ(n − 1)
[(n + 1)(qco,i − qm,i ) + 2qm,i ]
(n + 1)

The discount factor can be written as:
(B6)

δ=

(n + 1)2 (qco,i − qm,i )2
[(n + 1)(qco,i − qm,i ) + 2(qco,i + qm,i )](n − 1)(qco,i − qm,i )

The discount factor has been found by using the following equations: Πd = b(qd )2 , Πco,i = b(qco,i )2
and Πm,i = (b(n + 1)(qco,i − qm,i ) + bqm,i )qm,i . Substituting the discount factor into equation (A5) the
ϑδ
inequality will hold and as a consequence ϑv
> 0.
QED
B6.

Bertrand Competition

Assume that suppliers compete with respect to prices. Under this case the deviation profits will be
equal to the industry’s collusive profits, since the deviating company captures the whole market, thus
Πd = nΠm,i . The competitive profits are equal to zero, bertrand competition drives the prices to the
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MC. Combining this result we get the benchmark discount factor being equal to:

(B7)

δ=

n−1
n

Under reporting the cartel needs still to satisfy the ICC of the buyers, define them as Πm′ ,i , and
as a consequence the collusive quantity and profits are still constrained by the cost of reporting. The
deviation profits will be equal with n times Πm′ ,i , since a deviating company will not set a higher price
(since it will sell nothing). Thus even though the deviating company is not interested to satisfy the
ICC of the buyers (since the buyers will not report the deviator because the cartel will break down
in the next period, in any case), to maximize its own profits it will need to set a price just below the
one set by the other colluding companies. As a result, Πd = nΠm′ ,i which means that the MDF is
identical to the benchmark case and is independent on the cost of reporting.
δ=

P id −P im′ ,i
P id −P ic,i

δ=

nP im′ ,i −P im′ ,i
nP im′ ,i

δ=

n−1
n

B7.

4th P roposition

By the first three assumptions a country’s social welfare loss (SWL) will be equal to the probability
of an industry to be collusive (likelihood of collusion) times the number of industries (denoted as
m) and the DWL (SW L = T DW L = m(1 − δ)DW L), where TDWL is the total DWL. Take the
L
ϑδ
L
= m[(1 − δ) ϑDW
derivative of the SWL with respect to cost of reporting: ϑT DW
ϑv
ϑv − ϑv DW L]. Under
2

m)
linear demand the DW L = b(Qco −Q
, while
2
that the following equation is generated:

(B8)

ϑDW L
ϑv

= −bn

ϑqm,i
ϑv (Qco

− Qm ). As a consequence to

ϑqm,i
ϑδ b(Qco − Qm )2
ϑT DW L
= m[−(1 − δ)nb
(Qco − Qm ) −
]
θv
ϑv
ϑv
2

After some algebra and having in mind that the derivative of the collusive quantity with respect to
the cost of reporting is negative and that nbqm,i − Pm + c > 0 we get:

(B9)

2(Πd − Πco ) − b(n − 1)qd (qco,i − qm,i ) ≥ 0

L
Thus ϑT DW
> 0. Substituting for the the deviation and competitive profits, see proof of the
ϑv
proposition, we are left with 2qd qco,i − 2(qco,i )2 and it is trivial to show that qd > qco,i . Mainly
because qd,be , which is the minimum value for qd 44 , is going to be greater than qco,i . We also know that
Πd → Πco,i as v → 0 and as a consequence qd → qco,i . By the monotonicity of the demand function
the deviation profit’s will be monotonically decreasing which means that the deviation quantity will
be monotonically decreasing as well. This means that qd > qco,i for all v ǫ [0, v max ].

3rd

44 The residual demand shrinks as the collusive quantity increases. Thus the deviation quantity will also decrease as the collusive
quantity increases.
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QED

B8.

Reporting Vs. Treble Damages Table

Table 1:
Buyers
Reporting
Condition

hb <
h<

ICC

Condition
to satisfy
ICC
Inefficiencies
Deterrence,
when ICC
is satisfied

k
CSco −CSm +k

k−v
k(δ(1−hb )+hb )

CSm

=

(1−δ)v
hδ

h≥

CSco −

Πb −Πm,l
δ(2−δ)(Πb −Πc )

v
Πb − Πm,r

Reporting & Legal Action
hb >
h>

Legal Action

k
CSco −CSm +k

k−v
hb (δ(CSco −CSm )+k)

CSm = CSco −

(1−δ)v
hδ(1+δhb (1−δ))

−

δ(1−δ)(1−hb )k
1+δhb (1−δ)

h>

k−v
k(δ(1−hb )+hb )

h>

k−v
hb (δ(CSco −CSm )+k)

CSm = CSco −

(1−hhb )(1−δ)k
hδ(1+hb (1−δ))

Cartel
h≥

Πb,rl −Πm,rl
δ[(Πb,rl −Πco )(2−δ+hb tb,rl δ(1−δ))+khb δ(1−δ)]

k+v
Πb − Πm,rl

h≥

Πb,l −Πm,l
δ[(Πb,l −Πco )(1+δ(1−δ)(1+hb tb,l ))+hb k]

k
Πb − Πm,l

Notice that the inefficiencies are created if the cartel does not satisfy the ICC. While the deterrence
is measured as the actual reduction of the collusive profits relative to the benchmark case.
B9.

5th Proposition

Proof:
Let the inefficiency be the amount that needs to be paid by the cartel in excess of the value generated
in the market. For reporting the inefficiency is:

(B10)

INr = h(v + P en − ∆Π)

Where INr is the inefficiency under the case where buyer report and ∆Π the difference between
collusive and competitive profits. In other words, the inefficiency is created when the cartel members
decide to choose a quantity that does not satisfy the ICC (the same case holds for the the tremble
damages case). As for the treble damages case:

(B11)

INl = h(k + P en + hb ∆CS − ∆Π)

INl is the inefficiency created in the treble damages case. Notice that the term hb ∆CS appears,
this is the damages paid to the buyers if they win the court case. The next step is to compare the max
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inefficiency under the reporting case with the minimum one under treble damages. This is achieved
by imposing hmax for INr and hmin for Il 45 . Notice that hmax
= hmin
. Thus the buyers is actual
r
l
indifferent between reporting and taking a legal action which means that v = (1 − hb )k + hb ∆CS.
Setting INr < INl and substituting the above results we find that the most inefficient case is the
treble damages case if hb k > 0 which holds by assumption.
QED

45 See

the table in the previous section

